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OVERVIEW
What do you think of when you hear the word “grit?” Toughness? Resilience?
Determination?
Clearly we can understand this personality trait – we saw it in our Holocaust survivors
and the Greatest Generation, who withstood the Great Depression and WWII. But what
about today? Where do we see this trait in our everyday life? How does it become
ingrained in our personality? Are we born with it, a deep-sown urge to “dig in,”
necessary to survive in the most unforgiving circumstances? Or is it a perspective we
must learn from the outside in, be it from our parents or whatever life experiences are
thrown our way? What lessons can be learned from those that possess true grit?
We will explore “Grit” through the lives of people worldwide who have had to develop a
“never give up” attitude to survive. We will ask professionals from psychology,
philosophy, economics and social science to help us understand how this hard-won but
enviable character trait can benefit us all. We will travel around the world to explore the
personal lives and societies that - despite seemingly insurmountable challenges - are
still characterized by a sense of joy and determination.
Our hopes are that through the film’s real-life stories, we will inspire people young and
old to withstand any challenge with perseverance, with inspiration, with
motivation…with Grit.
This project will be a 2-hour PBS broadcast with a 90-minute theatrical version for
festival submission and wide distribution. After production is complete, the film will be
screened at community leader/media premieres in the Detroit Area.
To learn more about the film and watch a trailer, visit www.thegritfilm.com.

AREAS OF FOCUS
Grit Defined
• What is it?
o “True Grit” Movie
o Angela Duckworth – our modern understanding of the term – trendy right
now
! Grit is two part – perseverance and passion
! Similar to conscientiousness (one of the Big Five personality traits)
• Two aspects of conscientiousness
o Carful/meticulous/dependable
o Achievement-oriented
! Big Five Personality traits: Openness, Conscientiousness,
Extroversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism
• What is grit not?
o Repression, drudgery, misery, etc.
• History of grit
o Do we find similar words in ancient societies, historical writings?
! Ancient Greek idea of “excellence”: fulfillment of purpose or
function, closely associated with virtue; attitude, not an endgame
Why The Fuss?
• Our society has a “natural” view of success vs. a “striver” view of success
o Americans in particular say they value effort (striver) over talent (natural),
but they really feel the opposite
o Carol Dweck’s research on growth vs. fixed mindsets
! Our mindset regarding our basic abilities, intelligence, talents
impacts how we cope with failures our obstacles
o We prioritize and value people who achieve what is seemingly “natural”
success vs. one that comes through a long process of making mistakes and
learning from them
o Thus, we are incentivized to assume that any struggle is an indication of
total failure
o To acknowledge “striver”-achieved success is to invite self-comparison
• “Kids these days” and moral panic
o Educators, employers, journalists all like to bemoan the emotional fragility
of young people today
o Is this accurate? Or are older people simply reacting negatively to a
different (not better or worse) mindset? Grit vs. callousness

o Can we measure this trend statistically? If this trend is true, what would
be causing it?
o For a time popular thought was that in order to bolster children’s self
esteem they needed to be reminded of how great they were
! The way in which this was done was faulty – praising achievement
over process
o Students need to be aware of how their own beliefs influence their abilities
! Optimism vs. pessimism – learned from the adults in their lives
o Also need to be aware of how to work with emotions
! When we assign personal value to achievement (failure = I am a bad
person), failure cues strong negative feelings, which prevent us
from addressing the faulty thought process that brought up those
emotions in the first place
! Mindfulness – regulating vs. suppressing unpleasant emotions
Who Has Grit?
• Generational
o Advent of consumer culture and domestic technology –
! We have less of a daily purpose because there is less to do – could
this cause us to have less grit?
! There is less to do, but productivity is at an all time high – is there a
disconnect?
o Information technology & cult of personality
! Passion & purpose
! Is it hard to know what we want when there is so much available to
us?
! Anything can be made to look attractive because of social media,
therefore undermining our own purpose and commitment to our
current goals
o Economic mobility & The American Dream– it didn’t matter if you had a
striver or natural success mindset, or growth vs. fixed mindset, because
wages to productivity ratio was much higher than it is now
! Success was perceived as linear (Do A then B then C and you’ll
succeed), now success is not always linear in today’s economy; see
Cons and Caveats section
• Underprivileged groups
o Is there a difference between the psychological adaptations people in
extreme poverty or violent environments might have as a means of selfprotection, and the kind of mentally healthy grit we can develop when our
physical and emotional needs are met? Are they the same?
o Our tendency in Western world to romanticize poverty
• Traumatic experiences – a crash course in grit?
o The line between grit and trauma – can you have both?
o Being traumatized and sometimes needing to separate oneself from
triggering experiences does not nullify the grit developed by said traumatic
event
o Does trauma sometimes bring our purpose into focus (ex: a cancer
diagnosis or a loss of a loved one)

Real World Applications
• Disconnect between grit as an academic concept and its co-opted meaning
o Grit as a tool to improve test scores (Duckworth “What teenager is
passionate about standardized tests?”)
• Career, education, relationships
o How do we know when grit isn’t enough and it’s healthier to walk
away/give up? Is it okay to give up? See “Cons and Caveats” section
How Do We Develop Grit?
• Can it be taught? How? Is it something we have to “figure out” or can explicit
instruction work?
• How can it not be taught?
• Are some people genetically predisposed to grit? What are the mechanics of that?
• Is it something parents can model for their children? How can it be implemented
in schools?
Cons and Caveats
• Colloquial definition of grit that has been constructed by pop culture vs. grit in its
academic research context
o Becomes an easy buzzword used to criticize new/different cultural
dynamics instead of cultivating skills that we can all benefit from
• Have we really become less gritty?
• People who appear to be gritty could they just be suppressing emotions, which is
unhealthy?
• “Duckworth’s research on grit is conducted in exceptional performance and
attaining success in the traditional sense”
o Most people are not geared towards exceptional performance – this should
be fine
! Do they still have some use for a definition of grit?
o Traditional success as defined by society/capitalism/family – could it be
unconstructive/unfulfilling/transient?
• What use is “staying the course” in a work culture/economy where the course
frequently changes and can even disappear
o It’s very common for people these days to change careers – do they not
have grit, or have they simply reevaluated their goals?
o Duckworth: “Grit may carry risk because it’s about putting all your eggs in
one basket.”

